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What are the appropriate methods?
NEW QUESTION: 1
You design a SQL Server 2008 Analysis Services (SSAS) solution
that contains a cube. The solution has a measure group that
contains different measures aggregated by different dimensions.

Users often browse the cube by using Microsoft Excel. You need
to enable users to view additional row-level information of the
aggregated measures from Excel by using the minimum amount of
development effort. Which Action should you create?
A. Drillthrough
B. Statement
C. DataSet
D. Proprietary
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Service agents are provided only by runtime environments and
operating systems. As a result, service agents cannot be
custom-developed. Select the correct answer.
A. False
B. True
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which step is NOT associated with the 'data load work bench" in
Data Management?
A. Check
B. Import
C. Validate
D. Review
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
References: Oracle Cloud, Administering Data Management for
Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud
https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/epm-common/ERPIA/ERPIA.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 4
As part of your continuous deployment process, your application
undergoes an I/O load performance test
before it is deployed to production using new AMIs. The
application uses one Amazon Elastic Block Store
(EBS) PIOPS volume per instance and requires consistent I/O
performance. Which of the following must be
carried out to ensure that I/O load performance tests yield the
correct results in a repeatable manner?
A. Ensure that the Amazon EBS volumes have been pre-warmed by
reading all the blocks before the test.
B. Ensure that the Amazon EBS volume is encrypted.
C. Ensure that the I/O block sizes for the test are randomly
selected.
D. Ensure that snapshots of the Amazon EBS volumes are created

as a backup.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
During the AMI-creation process, Amazon CC2 creates snapshots
of your instance's root volume and any
other CBS volumes attached to your instance
New CBS volumes receive their maximum performance the moment
that they are available and do not require
initialization (formerly known as pre-warming).
However, storage blocks on volumes that were restored from
snapshots must to initialized (pulled down from
Amazon S3 and written to the volume) before you can access the
block. This preliminary action takes time and
can cause a significant increase in the latency of an I/O
operation the first time each block is accessed. For
most applications, amortizing this cost over the lifetime of
the volume is acceptable.
Option A is invalid because block sizes are predetermined and
should not be randomly selected.
Option C is invalid because this is part of continuous
integration and hence volumes can be destroyed after the
test and hence there should not be snapshots created
unnecessarily
Option D is invalid because the encryption is a security
feature and not part of load tests normally.
For more information on CBS initialization please refer to the
below link:
* http://docs.aws.a
mazon.com/AWSCC2/latest/UserGuide/ebs-in itialize.html
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